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9 January 2015

Dear Marlies,

BEPS Discussion Draft: Follow-up Work on Action 6 (Prevent Treaty Abuse)

1. General comments on the Discussion Draft

The response in the pages that follow reflects the views of the PwC network of firms, and we offer our
observations on several key aspects of the Discussion Draft. We’ve summarised the main points within
this letter and included some additional details and further points in an appendix.

PwC welcomes this opportunity to provide our comments on the Discussion Draft. It provides
important guidance on the issues that have been identified as the focus of the Working Group. We
appreciate this transparency that allows all stakeholders an opportunity to provide essential input to
this process in order to produce an end product that addresses treaty abuse without undermining the
fundamental purpose of tax treaties to promote bilateral trade and investment between residents of
the contracting states. Income tax treaties provide a vital role in promoting cross-border trade and
investment by removing artificial tax barriers such as double taxation and excessive taxation. They are
crafted to be accessible to tax residents of the contracting states and it is of critical importance that
measures to prevent abusive use of tax treaties do not become obstacles to their availability for the
great bulk of investors and business enterprises that rely on treaties to engage efficiently and
legitimately in cross-border trade and investment.

A multitude of considerations enter into the choice of country of residency, including the country’s
infrastructure, its various commercial and social laws, proximity to the marketplace, stability of the
government, etc. While a broad network of tax treaties that mitigate double taxation and excessive
taxation is an important consideration, it is only one of many in most cases. Choosing a country of
residency is also choosing to be subjected to residency based taxation. If that residency based taxation
includes, for example, harmful tax practices or opportunities for double non-taxation, those are
potential abuses best addressed in the context of other BEPS Actions, not by adding subjectivity or
limits on accessibility to tax treaties where the abuse can otherwise be addressed. It is with this
overarching principle in mind that we offer our comments.
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We note that the OECD Model Income Tax Convention and accompanying Commentaries already
extensively address concerns about treaty abuse, including recommendations on domestic law
measures. It is only where there are shortcomings in the existing standards where it is appropriate for
Action 6 to make recommendations for change and those changes need to be carefully circumscribed
to ensure that their impact is restricted to cases of abuse that are not otherwise addressed in the BEPS
recommendations.

In various places there should be better articulation of existing examples and the addition of more
examples.

Over all, it is essential that time limits be applied so that matters are carried out expeditiously. We
propose a six month period for the new Competent Authority tie-breaker rule, for tax authorities to
confirm treaty access and for resolution of discretionary relief.

A. Issues related to the Limitation on Benefits (LOB)

As a preliminary comment, we note that the current proposal for a model Entitlement to Benefits

article is accepted as a means of combatting abuse of tax treaties but that there could be considerable

controversy over the detailed and restrictive rules. Only a handful of countries seem to have indicated

an interest in choosing an LOB article over the alternative of a principal purpose test. In addition, the

current draft is based on the latest version of the LOB article used by the US, which is impacted by US

domestic policy issues and is under review with the potential for material changes. Given the limited

number of countries that will probably opt for an LOB article, if indeed difficulties are perceived as

significant, another way to address the LOB alternative might be to reference the current Commentary

on the general parameters of an LOB article and leave it to the bilateral negotiations between the

Contracting States to further develop the details that can then take into account the interaction of the

LOB article with the domestic laws of the two parties.

We endorse the broad application of treaty benefits to pension funds (and recommend eliminating the

requirement that at least 50% of pension plan participants or beneficiaries be resident in the home

country of the fund) and sovereign wealth funds (SWFs). We do not believe a preferred approach to

collective investment vehicles (CIVs) is practical given the variety of structures which are dictated by

local law considerations, the targeted investor base, and the targeted investments; but we do see the

Treaty Relief and Compliance Enhancement (TRACE) implementation package is an important

complement to an effective LOB approach for CIVs. The alternative means of determining treaty

eligibility in the 2010 CIV Report should apply to REITs and alternative funds (including private

equity funds).

An effective and timely discretionary grant process will be increasingly important, particularly if the

objective tests in the proposed LOB article remain as overly restrictive as we point out at the moment.

We also point out some basic principles that should apply in developing the proper discretionary grant

procedures and policies. We note that we participated in the formulation of the comment letter of the

US Council for International Business on when discretionary relief should be applied and provide

similar examples covering treasury centre, local financing, joint venture, organic expansion, ownership

expansion and holding company scenarios. In equivalent circumstances, the derivative benefits test

also provides a level of certainty that is not available with other tests.
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We agree that it is arguable that ECJ case law would support the view that a derivative benefits

provision should be included. We also consider that ECJ case law requires entitlement to any treaty

benefit to be traced via any EU company, and not just companies resident in the treaty partner states.

We urge that requirements that each intermediate owner be a resident of either contracting state be

eliminated as they serve no legitimate policy concern. There are also economic and legal impediments

to changing the ownership structure, while doing so would disrupt organizational efficiency creating

unnecessary and complex reworking of corporate governance. Any concern with dividend income

being held by an intermediate company where the parent company's country of residence does tax

dividends should be addressed directly, such as in the context of controlled foreign company (CFC)

rules.

The proposed Commentary on the publicly traded test states that the conditions of subparagraph c)

must be satisfied throughout the taxable period of the company or entity but we suggest various

reasons why it should be at the time the payment is received or, failing that, based on the prior tax year

(or a part thereof) as it should be for practical purposes for the ownership/ base erosion test.

Adding a substantial presence test adds a subjective and difficult hurdle to treaty eligibility that serves

no treaty shopping end.

One important role for the active business provision is to allow treaty benefits for dividends or other

payments made by an active operating subsidiary to its active operating parent where they are engaged

in the same or complementary lines of business, regardless of whether the parent is a qualified

resident. Unfortunately neither the text nor the commentary thereunder makes this as clear as it

should be and we propose alternative wording.

B. Issues related to the Principal Purpose Test (PPT) rule

Whilst we agree that the fact that the selection criteria have included a wide network of tax treaties

should not preclude application of the PPT, it is equally important that the Commentary not imply that

choosing a jurisdiction with a wide network of tax treaties triggers the PPT.

We think it should be a requirement that countries consider establishing some form of administrative

process ensuring that the PPT is only applied after approval at a senior level.

We support the majority view that the application of the PPT should be included in the paragraph 5

Article 25 arbitration scope.

We agree that some form of discretionary relief should be provided in the example given for PPT and

other similar situations.

There is a high risk that, unless carefully circumscribed, the conduit rule could lead to inappropriate

denial of treaty benefits and extensive controversy and we suggest some clarifications.
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C. Other issues

It should be clarified that the tie-breaker rule should not prevent the person from being resident for

the purposes of the provisions of the Convention that do not provide reliefs and exemptions to that

person.

We note some unduly restrictive elements of the branch triangulation proposal but also point out that,

as long as the standards used for PE exemption do not violate the principles being established for

addressing harmful tax practices, the triangulation rule is unnecessary and inappropriate.

On behalf of the global network of PwC Member Firms, with the contribution of our colleagues, we

respectfully submit our response to the Public Discussion Draft. For any clarification of this response,

please contact the undersigned or any of the contacts below.

Yours sincerely

Peter Cussons Steve Nauheim

Partner Managing Director

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
London

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
Washington D.C.

cc Stef van Weeghel, Global Tax Policy Leader

PwC Contact Email

Steve Nauheim Stephen.a.nauheim@uk.pwc.com

Peter Cussons Peter.cussons@uk.pwc.com

Suchi Lee Suchi.lee@us.pwc.com

David Burn David.burn@uk.pwc.com

Tim Anson Tim.anson@us.pwc.com

David Ernick David.ernick@us.pwc.com
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